The State of Arkansas prints a package of forms similar to the IRS’s Package X. The State version is called the Arkansas Package A and it contains the individual, corporate, and withholding income tax forms that are most commonly used within the Income Tax Sections. Tax preparers are to use the forms in the Package A to set up their own printing or photocopying to produce bulk quantities of tax forms. The State of Arkansas does not provide bulk quantities of forms to tax preparers. The State of Arkansas does not charge for tax forms. The payment listed below is used for postage to ship the Arkansas Package A to tax preparers. Please enclose a check or money order. The limit set on this form is to insure that the State’s supply of Package A’s is sufficient to provide every preparer’s business with a copy so PLEASE OBSERVE THE LIMIT. You will receive a complimentary CD with each Package A order. The CD contains all Arkansas forms, plus income tax forms for Missouri and Oklahoma.

NOTE: All forms contained in the Arkansas Package A can be downloaded from the Revenue Home page at: http://www.arkansas.gov/dfa

ARKANSAS PACKAGE A - LIMIT 3

Circle the quantity ordered and include a check for the postage due.

| 1 Package A Postage = $2.50 (With CD) | 1 Package A CD Only | 2 Package A’s Postage = $3.50 (With CD) | 2 Package A CD’s Only | 3 Package A’s Postage = $4.50 (With CD) | 3 Package A CD’s Only |

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print or type your mailing information in the space provided above.

2. Attach a check or money order for the amount of postage. Do not send stamps or cash. ORDERS WITHOUT PROPER REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE FILLED!

3. Enclose this form and your payment in an envelope and return to the mailing address at the top of this form.